’ Mem|o|ry, n

Ex |’clu |sion, n

Remembrance, Recollection,
Retentiveness, Memorial, Memento,
Memory Trace, Hindsight

Ostracism, Marginalization,
Isolation, Discrimination,
Segregation

What’s the past got to do with me?
The best connection to the past is our memory. Without it,
the past would only be an impersonal history, a story that has
nothing to do with us. Memory makes a history into our history.
The Nazi era is long over, but we continue to think about it
today. Why? What would our present be if we knew nothing of
our past? Would our concepts of right and wrong still be the
same? Would we think differently about democracy and our
political system? Would we treat each other differently in society or at school?
Does the history of the Nazi era have to do with our present,
after all?
DIE ZEIT SURVEY
I…

n … disagree completely

n … disagree somewhat

Constant reminders of the Nazi past have prevented Germans from developing a healthy sense
of self-confidence.

n … agree somewhat

n … agree completely

Students learn too much about the Nazi era and
too little about other periods in German history.

Most Germans were innocent; the ones who start I am very interested in the history of National
ed the war and killed Jews were in the minority. Socialism in Germany; I would like to learn more.

I am ashamed of what Germans did during the
Nazi era.

Source: TNS Infratest Politikforschung;
for Die Zeit, October 2010.

’ Em|pa| thy, n

Rec|og |’ni |tion, n

Involvement, Compassion, Sensitivity,
Respect, Commendation, Valuation,
Appreciation, Humanity, Commiseration, Appreciation, Acceptance,
Understanding
Tolerance, Consideration
Empathy is when we see things from the other person’s per- At School
spective. It is the ability to understand the other person’s “Empathy is a social skill central to every democratic
environment,
even
at
school.
Knowing
what
the
other
needs, feelings, and interests. Empathy can help avoid aggres- person thinks is not enough, as it might be fueled by
sion, encourage cooperation, and strengthen solidarity against evil intent. Empathy is the ability to feel what the
other
person
feels.
Only
with
this
foundation
can
we
violence and marginalization.
build a democratic culture in the school system.”
“Cognitive empathy is simply knowing how the other person feels
and what they might be thinking. Emotional empathy is when
you feel physically along with the other person. Compassionate
empathy is when we are moved to help him or her . . .”*
Paul Ekman

Wolfgang Edelstein, 2011

How is empathy related to bullying? What do you think your school can do to increase empathy and prevent bullying?
Maybe it’s because of your hair, or your clothes, or
your hobby. Bullies latch on to anything that makes
you seem different. It could be your nationality, or
something you’re not good at, or a handicap, or a
stutter. Being treated this way makes you feel bad—
inferior to everyone else. And it’s hard to defend yourself when your classmates gang up on you. You are
one and they are many, and none of them takes you
seriously.
The longer bullying continues the worse it is and the
harder it is to stop. Often, bullying begins with little
things. When you tell your parents, they don’t be
lieve you, or they act as if it’s no big deal. Soon you
are feeling uncomfortable and you begin to doubt
yourself. You might be afraid to tell others. You might
feel shame or feel like it’s your fault. You might feel
trapped. For the perpetrators, your distress is a sign
they’ve won. That’s why they keep bullying you.

Bullying is a form of violence against people perceived to have
physical or mental weaknesses. It involves not only the victim
and the perpetrators but also those who watch — the passive
members of the group. The perpetrators may want to improve
their status or exclude the victim from the group.
Bullying can cause psychosomatic disorders, depression, low
self-esteem, suicidal thoughts, immunodeficiency, loss of concentration, and anxiety.
*Paul Ekman, Gefühle lesen (Munich: Spektrum Akademischer
Verlag, 2004), 249.

Un | der | ’stand | ing, n ’Di | a | logue, n
Discernment, Grasp,
Comprehension, Relating,
Command

Discussion, Conversation, Advice, Exchange of
Opinion, Conversation, Clarification, Debate,
Negotiation

We all have different points of view. That’s why we must first
agree on shared goals if we want to work together. Agreement
requires that we listen to each other and understand our differences.
Deliberation
Deliberation comes from the word libra, which is Latin for “pair
of balances.” To deliberate something is to weigh something.
You deliberate when you need to understand conflicting needs,
wishes, and beliefs. Understanding other viewpoints helps us
work together, and may even inspire us to come up with new
ideas.
The Deliberation Exercise
To learn how deliberation works, try the following exercise.
Here’s what you need:
■■ a problem or task. For instance: “Name the five most important rules for treating others.” Or: “Where should we go More discussions in school?
on our class trip?” Or: “Should teachers assign homework Aren’t there enough already? Discussions can be boring
and long, and often it’s the same people always doing
over vacation? Yes or no?”
the talking. Effective discussions need rules so that:
■■ a stone
■■ everyone gets a chance to speak,
■■ three “talking cards” per person
■■ everyone gets to speak for the same amount of
time,
■■ a bell
How does it work?
A small group of 5 to 8 students sit in a circle. In the middle of the circle is stone. When someone wants to talk, he or
she places a talking card inside the circle and takes the stone.
Only the one who holds the stone may talk. For each card, the
speaker may talk for one minute—enough for a few good arguments. The order of speakers is not determined in advance.
Anyone who wants to speak may place a talking card in the
circle. Speakers need not talk for the entire minute. What’s important, they is they present an argument! If a speaker talks
too fast, one of the others can ring the bell, requiring that the
speaker remain silent for thirty seconds before he or she continues.
What about the rest of the class?
If your class has more students than can
participate in the exercise, have the others
sit around the circle and follow the conversa
tion. Afterward they can offer their perspec
tive from the outside. What did they observe?
Are there any good arguments the group did
not consider? What do the participants think
about how things went?

■■ each is heard by all,
■■ people understand each other better, and
■■ people come to agreement in a reasonable amount
of time.
Discussions like these are called dialogical or deliberative. They are very useful tools for democratic schools,
especially before a vote. This is because deliberation
can help people figure out exactly what they want
to vote on and why, and lead to new solutions and
approaches. Prior deliberation can help ensure that
students make good decisions and achieve a work
able consensus.

De|’ci |sion, n
Resolution, Agreement,
Verdict, Accord

’ Jus | tice, n
Fairness, Impartiality, Objectivity,
Neutrality, Solidarity

Most schools establish clear rules that apply to everyone. Rules
like “don’t harm others” or “don’t steal.” But what about the
grey areas? If students hide behind the bushes with the intent
of frightening younger students, are they doing harm or just
playing a prank? If some kids swipe a few ornaments from the
Christmas tree, are they stealing or just having a little fun?
Who should decide cases like these? Should the students involv
ed be brought to account? What consequences should they
face?
In a just school environment, students and teachers alike must
address such questions based on the principle of “one person,
one vote.” The point is not to be a know-it-all. Nor is it merely
to discuss problems. The point is to find solutions. Why isn’t it
right for students to frighten other children or to take Christmas decorations? What should happen to them? How can they
make up for their actions in a way that contributes to the
good of the school?
Rules in school are important, but only by applying them to
everyday cases do the members of the school community serve
the cause of justice—justice for all.

Democracy at School
School of Democracy

“Democracy is a community that plans its future together.”*
Democracy at school makes itself felt in many ways: in the encouragement of active participation,
in the respect people show each other, in the constructive resolution of conflict. It’s also evident
when all members of the school community — students, teachers, assistants, and parents—become involved in shaping its environment. A democratic school is open to the local community
as well, providing a place for exhibitions, concerts, discussions, and celebrations.
Students learn in school but they also spend much of their day there. School is both a learning
environment and a living environment.
Each school must discover its own path to democracy, yet every democracy is founded on the
same cornerstones: rights, duties, recognition, common language, strategies for resolving conflict,
justice, participation, and group decision-making. Being a democracy also means learning from
the past and taking care not to disadvantage or marginalize others.
The purpose of this exhibition is to get you to think about democracy in your school. We want
you to ask yourself:
■■ Is your school open and democratic?
■■ Does your school prepare you for democracy?
■■ What can you do to make your school more democratic?
* Heribert Prantl, Süddeutsche Zeitung, July 10, 2006

’Ac | cess, n

Par | tic | i | ’pa | tion, n
Contribution, Cooperation, Joining
In, Involvement, Access

Involvement, Contribution,
Interest, Belongingness

A democracy is a community in which every member participates in the decision-making. To participate is to do
something as part of a community. It is to have power, to
co-decide, to act in public, to form opinion.
But participation also means taking responsibility. Schools
usually allow students and parents to participate in decision-making in different ways. And schools have many
decisions to be made:

What kind of partici
pation do you have at
your school?
We decide the subjects and activities
important to us. We work together
with the teachers and make decisions
together.

We can plan activities on our own in at
least one area (e.g., the school news
paper).

Should we open a student
café? (student business)
Is a “D” appropriate?
(fair grading)
What should our
schoolyard look like?
(school appearance)

Will we speak about the
upcoming parliamentary
elections? (current events
in class)

What have we learned
and how do we learn?
(fulfilling teaching plans
and designing curriculum)

Teachers allow us to participate in
planning and decision-making. Every
one has equal rights.

Teachers consider our opinion when
picking activities. They explain the plan
and the goals.

Which article do we include
in our school paper?
(student newspaper)

Should older students help
younger students? (tutors
and homework helpers)

When will the school festival take
place? How will it be organized?

Where will we go on our class
trip? (class life)

We’re given a chance to participate.
We don’t choose activities but teachers
explain the goals, the plan, and our role.
We then may participate if we want.

We may give our opinions, but we can’t
decide on activities.

Participation depends on your school:
■■ Can you say what you think? Can you help decide and
plan activities? Are there committees in which students,
teachers, and parents make decisions together? Can you
help decide what’s taught in class? Can you decide, say,
whether you learn about history from textbooks or whether you learn history from exploring your community
and writing a city guide?
■■ Do teachers and parents want students to participate,
make decisions, and take responsibility? If they do, they
must cede some power to students.

We may help out with an activity, but
it’s never our idea.

Teachers ask us our opinions about
activities, but we don’t know why or if
our opinions matter.

’Pow | er, n
Rule, Influence,
Authority, Control

’Free | dom, n
Autonomy, Anarchy, Self-reliance,
Independence, Unrestraint

When a school becomes democratic, power relations shift. As children and adolescents enter arenas once reserved for adults, they make their own demands, changing traditions and prompting
new routines. The process can be difficult: the costs may not seem to justify the ends, the original proponents may get cold feet, the voices of skepticism may grow to a din, derailments may
be constant, strategies may not function as planned, pressure to justify the undertaking may be
high. In many cases, enthusiasm soon drops off.

’Ac | tion, n
Doing, Activity, Approach,
Behavior, Effect, Initiative

Re | spon | si | ’bil | i | ty, n
Accountability, Duty, Conscientiousness,
Guilt, Reliability

Responsibility is the willingness to answer for your actions and,
in some cases, the actions of others. Being responsible means
being ready to account for what is in your control. You can’t
take responsibility for something unless you are convinced you
can have an effect on it. Psychologists refer to this as self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is when you believe that your actions cause
things to happen. It is the feeling that you can take part in
creating your environment.
What do I need in order to create?

Examples
of what students can do . . .
■■ Toy library: Students start a library where
other students can borrow toys and games
during recess.
■■ Mediators: Students train in conflict media
tion and then help other students solve their
disagreements without violence.
■■ New school programs: Students work together
to create new school programs such as sports
activities, music groups, theater productions,
and a school newspaper.
■■ Group learning: Students help each other in
learning groups.
■■ Reading tutors: Students work in small groups
with younger students who have trouble
reading.
■■ Technology instruction: A class offers Internet
and cell-phone courses for their town’s senior
citizens.
■■ Water cleanup: A class investigates an algae
bloom at the zoo’s pond and makes suggestions for improving water quality.
■■ Counseling: Students create a Website where
students with personal problems can get help
while remaining anonymous.
■■ Helping the homeless: Students start a café
where the homeless can get a warm meal.
■■ A municipal museum for young people: Students design a museum guide for kids.
■■ Pedestrian crosswalks: Students make the walk
to school safer by appealing to the mayor to
introduce crosswalks near the school.
What do you do at your school? There are many
good ideas!

■■ You need an idea of something you want to change or
initiate. It can also be a problem you want to solve.
■■ You need friends who’ll help you.
■■ You need supporters (e.g., teachers) who want to help you
realize your idea.
■■ You need a plan to carry out your project.
■■ You need to know where to turn if you encounter problems
or need more information.
■■ You need to be open for suggestions and criticism.
■■ You need the courage to ask others for help or advice.
■■ You need persistence to overcome obstacles and challenges.

’ Rights, n
Title, Claim, Permission,
Authorization, Consent

E|’qual|i|ty, n
Equity, Egalitarianism,
Equivalence, Parity

United Nations Convention
on the Rights of the Child (1989)*
1. All children have the same rights. No child should be treat Respect the Child . . . *
ed unfairly on any basis.
Respect the mysteries and the ups and downs of that
2. Children have the right to nutritious food and a clean and difficult task of growing up.
safe environment.
Respect the child’s uncertainty and lack of orien
3. Children have the right to live with their parents(s). Child- tation.
ren whose parents do no live together have the right to
Respect the child’s curiosity. Don’t answer questions
stay in contact with both parents.
with “You’re not old enough yet.”
4. Children have the right to relax and play, and to join in a
Respect the child’s tears. He or she is not an adult.
wide range of cultural, artistic, and other recreational acRespect the child’s property (especially his or her
tivities.
need for a little money of their own). Even respect
5. Children have the right to an education that develops their the little things the child anxiously stores in pant
pockets.
personality, talents, and abilities.
6. Children have the right to get information about matters Respect the day, the hour, the brief moment. It passes
that concern them, participate in decision-making, and quickly but it means everything to the child.
express their opinion.
Respect the person the child is, especially their im7. Children have the right to a private life and to dignity.
perfections. Are adults perfect?
8. Children have the right to be protected from being hurt, Respect the wounds of an injured child and the
mistreated, or exploited.
awkwardly expressed need to confide in a helper.
9. Children have the right to special protection in times of
From “Pedagogics of Respect,” by Januscz Korczak
war and as refugees.
(1878–1942).Quoted in Kees Waaldijk,Januscz Korczak:
10. Children who have any kind of disability have the right to Vom klein sein und groß werden (Weinheim/Basel:
Beltz, 2002), 116–17.
special care and support so that they can live full and in“A child is already a human being.”
dependent lives.
Quoted in “Kinderrechte machen Schule”
(www.younicef.de/fileadmin/Medien/PDF/Kinderrechte_machen_Schule.pdf).

From June 2010 to December 2010, youth and adults from Germany’s sixteen states and from
Israel participated in a dialog on democracy and education. They talked with schools, administrations, non-profit initiatives, universities, and the private sector. The dialog was initiated by
LISUM — Landesinstitut für Schule und Medien Berlin-Brandenburg — and made possible with
the financial support of the Federal Ministry of Education and Research.
This exhibition is just one outcome of that dialogue. There have also been films, conference protocols, papers, and quality standards for democratic schools.
To see some of these projects, and for more information about democracy and education, visit:
www.schule-demokratie.de

